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MAX
ANYWHERE
Take MAX anywhere the action is.

MAX Anywhere is a simple-to-use, web-based application
that makes your most frequently used ERP features accessible with
a compatible web browser on desktops, laptops, and mobile
devices. With MAX Anywhere, you keep your onpremise solutions
and gain remote and web-based accessibility

BENEFITS
1. Access real-time MAX data
from any smartphone, tablet,
laptop or desktop computer
running a compatible web
browser.
2. Decrease the time it takes to
translate activities into MAX,
resulting in faster turn-around
times in the Order to Build to
Ship process.
3. Enter orders, conduct a
full range of inventory
transactions, and more right
from your mobile device.
4. Unchain your employees from
their workstations and give
them the flexibility to get
business done from anywhere .

The fact is, work can’t always be done at
a desk or at a workstation. There may be
times when your managers or employees
need to access and update information in
MAX from somewhere besides their
designated workspace.
Exact has a solution. With MAX Anywhere,
you can extend the usefulness of the ERP
technology you’ve already invested in and
give your team the flexibility to access
the MAX information they need from any
smartphone, tablet, laptop or desktop
computer.
Unlike other mobile ERP solutions, MAX
Anywhere requires no app store purchase
or installation. Simply log in to MAX
Anywhere with a compatible web browser
and directly interact with your live MAX
database in real time. No sync or batch
updates are required because there is no
data stored on local devices.

Mobility For Your Entire Team
MAX Anywhere offers a full range of
benefits for everyone from sales, to
management, to your shop floor personnel.
The application is organized into three key
areas:
Sales Management
• Remote sales teams can instantly access
customer information, enter quotes or
sales orders, and check part availability
in real time.
• While out in the field, sales managers
can stay on top of performance by
quickly viewing dashboards that show
the top performing sales reps, most
sold parts, the biggest sales orders and
more.
Materials Management
• Inventory Control Personnel can take
MAX with them anywhere in the
warehouse to reduce errors and solve
problems at the source.
• Your employees can instantly find
answers to their questions and capture
data in real-time.
• Automate your way to efficiency &
accuracy without large investments in
hardware.

Shop Floor Management
• Keep your best people out on the floor
doing what they do best.
• Work with fewer limitations and allow
for more timely data capture.
• Managers can connect with your
workforce and oversee your shop floor
with MAX at their fingertips.
By utilizing the tools that come with MAX
Anywhere, your Executive Management
team can enhance the value that they
extract from your investment in MAX. For
example:
•

•

•

Top management can use the MAX
Anywhere Dashboards to monitor
performance anytime, anywhere instead
of waiting for month-end reports.
Course corrections can be put in place
much faster to ensure your actual
numbers stay more closely aligned with
budgeted numbers.
Busy executives can increase the
effectiveness of the mobile technology
already at their disposal.

The MAX Anywhere Materials Dashboard shows how the screen layouts will automatically be
optimized based on the size of the device you are using.

Technical Specifications
MAX Anywhere is a webbased application
built in HTML5 and .NET. It is not resident
on mobile devices, but is a browser-based
application which is intended to be hosted
on your web server (IIS) and accessible via
web browsers on desktops, laptops, and
mobile devices.
Although setup is required to ensure MAX
Anywhere is properly connected with
your MAX system, there is no installation
required on any devices used to access
MAX Anywhere.

Unlike most mobile add-ons to on-premise ERP solutions, MAX Anywhere allows you to use
transactional components of your ERP system. Enter quotes and orders, conduct real-time material
transactions, receive POs, and more.

For further
information please call
1.855.392.2862

MAX. ERP software for manufacturers.
www.max4erp.com
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